INDIVIDUAL SEASON PASS & S-CARD PHOTO REQUIREMENTS:

Please email an image to skitix@sundance-utah.com along with pass holder’s name and order #. Photo requirements are listed below.

- Image should be in .jpg format
- Photo must be a square image, rectangular images such as those taken on newer smart phones will not upload, please crop photo to be square
- 400 x 400 pixels
- The photo should show a clear, front view, full face of the guest
- The guest should be in normal attire, without hat or glasses
- The guest should have a natural expression, and eyes open and looking directly ahead
- The head of the person being photographed should not be tilted up, down or to the side
- There should be a strong definition between the face and background
- The head should be centered in the photo
- The head should cover about 50% of the area of the photo

CORPORATE PASS PHOTO REQUIREMENTS:

You may email an image to skitix@sundance-utah.com along with company name and order #. Photo requirements are listed below.

- Image should be a current company logo
- Image should be in .jpg format
- Photo must be a square image, rectangular images such as those taken on newer smart phones will not upload, please crop photo to be square
- 400 x 400 pixels

If you have any questions, please contact the Sundance Mountain Resort Ticket office through email at skitix@sundance-utah.com or by phone at 801-223-4849.